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User manual

Product information

1. Initial instructions

When using this device for the first time, please take out the device and charge it

with the bundled charging cable. The device will automatically switch on once being

charged. Thetime and date of the device will be automatically synchronized with the

phone once connection to the phone is established.
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Stopwatch Brightness Shutdown

Tap on the touch button to switch to different pages.

4. Watch Functions

Clock Display

Change to Timex

customized watch faces)

Daily Activity It displays the total number of steps, calorie and distance of the day. The

activity date can also be viewed in the app after connecting the watch

Heart rate 1. To measure heart rate, press and hold the touch button for 5 seconds, the

icon will change dynamically and the light on the back of the watch will start

flashing, indicating that the heart rate measurement begins;

2. After measuring for about 15 seconds, the real time heart rate data will be

shown in the screen.After measuring for about 40 seconds, the device will

stop the measurement automatically. The device will return to the home

watch face automatically.

Sports Sport function support walking, running, cycling, swimming and tennis.



5. Personal data settings

After installing the APP, enter setting and click on the top profile to enter the

personal data settings page. In order to estimate the calorie consumption more

accurately, it is recommended to set the personal information in the App as accurate

as possible.

Find phone To find the phone, press and hold the touch button for 5 seconds and then

the phone will ring.

Notice: Make sure the device and the phone is connected through bluetooth

beforefinding the phone by above steps.

shutdown Switch to this page.Press and hold the touch button for 5 second to

shutdown the device.



6. Bind watch

1. Turn on Bluetooth of the phone

2. Open the sidebar > click “Device” and then choose your device.The app will start

to scan device > Click the Binding button to connect your device >Wait until

connection successful.

3. For iPhone environment, there will be a dialog Bluetooth require to pair showing

up during binding. Please click Pair to proceed.

7. Synchronous data

The watch automatically synchronizes the data after pairing/connecting with the

smartphone. Data includes steps, calories, distance, date and time, heart rate and

sports. Or you can manually synchronize data by clicking the floating button.

8. Sleep monitor

You need to wear the watch at night, and the watch will monitor your entire sleep

schedule and analyze the quality of your sleep according to your nocturnal

movements.



9. Heart Rate Monitor

1. Manual detection: enter the application, click "Synchronize" or "Measuring" to

monitor in the health interface, and the measurement process lasts 2 minutes. Stay

in the heart rate monitoring page of the Appduring heart rate measurement. When

quitting the heart rate monitoring page, the watch will stop measuring. Figure below

shows the Heart Rate monitoring page.



10. Calling and message reminder

After connecting the watch to the mobile phone, enter the notification page to open

the incoming call and message reception, and the watch will receive the message



phone call, message of Facebook and other third parties.

11. Sedentary reminder

After connecting the watch to the phone, go to the notification page and turn on the

sedentary reminder.Set the start time and end time of sedentary reminder. If user is

not active for 1 hour, device will vibrate to remind.

12. Drinking reminder

After connecting the phone, enter the notification page to turn on the drinking

reminder switch to set the start time to remind drinking.



13. Alarm Setting

After connecting to the phone, enter the sidebar >click device >click alarm

setting add the new alarm; The watch will vibrate when the presetalarm time is

reached. The alarm clock can be set daily or the day of a week, and you can create up

to 5 alarm clocks.

14. Remote Camera control

After connecting to the phone, enter the sidebar >click device > photo switch.



Turn on the phone camera and tap on thetouch button of the device to take the

photo.

15. Feedback

Under the application setting, there is a "feedback" section. You are welcome to

give us suggestions and use problems at any time, and we will continue to improve.

Below attach a screenshot of the feedback.



16. Sharing Function

The sport detail data sharing function support strava, google fit, apple health

and sharing to third party app by image snapshot. Please find this function in the

sport detail data page.

Basic specification

Waterproof level:IP68

Battery:160mAh

Bluetooth:4.0

Charge time:2 hours

Working condition: 10 C~50 C

Notice

Do not hit the host seriously

Do not contact benzene, thinner or other chemicals

Do not close to the strong magnetic field, the electric shock station

Do not wear it during the shower (no more than 35 C temperature)

Do not disassemble, repair or transform yourself



Do not throw in the fire, there will be explosion danger.

Safety warning

Please follow the doctor's instructions to determine your self diagnosis and

treatment. People with blood circulation disorders, blood diseases, please be treated

under the guidance of the doctor. The measurement results of this product are for

reference only, not for any medical use or basis.




